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In the field of Grid Generation and the CAD/CAM , there are numerous geometry output formats which
require the designer to spend a great deal of time manipulating geometrical entities in order to achieve a
useful sculptured geometrical description for grid generation. Also in this process, there is a danger of loosing
fidelity of the geometry under consideration. This stresses the importance of a standard geometry definition for
the conmlunication link between varing CAD/CAM and grid system. The IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange
Specification) (Refl) file is a widely used communication between CAD/CAM and the analysis tools. The scien-
fists at NASA Research Centers- including NASA Ames,NASA Langley, NASA Lewis and NASA Marshall
- have recognized this importance and therefore, in 1992 they formed the committee of the "NASA-IGES" which
is the subset of the standard IGES . This committee stresses the importance and encourage the CFD community
to use the standard IGES f'tle for the interface between the CAD/CAM and CFD analysis. Also two of the
IGES entities --the NURBS Curve (Entity 126) and NURBS Surface (F_mtity128) --which have many useful
geomelric properties -- like the convex hull property, local control property and affme invarian_, also widely
utilized analytical geometries can be accurately represented using NURBS. This is improtant in today grid genera-
tion tools because of the emphasis of the interactive design.
To satisfy the geometry transformation between the CAD/CAM system and Grid Generation field, the CAGI--
Computer Aided Geometry Design is developed, which include the Geometry Transformation, Geometry
Manipulation and Geometry Generation as well as the user interface. A self explanatory pictorial views of CAGI
modules and links is shown in Figure 1.
This paper will present the successful development IGES file transformer and application of NURBS
definition (Ref 3) in the grid generation fP.ef4,5) .
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